Why choose Global Access?

We make it simple to collect the international data you need for accurate provisioning, no matter where your tax team is located. The web-based ONESOURCE™ Global Access module from Thomson Reuters lets your overseas colleagues enter information directly into the ONESOURCE Tax Provision database from any location. They can enter values in their local language and currency, and Global Access will automatically translate for you. In addition, they can attach notes or documents so that all pertinent information lives with the data, thus strengthening the audit trail and adding a level of detail for analysis. And because the data is stored in a central repository, it is easily accessible for review. Plus, you can customize your instructions so that even users with no tax expertise can easily follow each screen, step by step.
Collect information from around the world for accurate provisioning with ONESOURCE Global Access module.

Learn more at: tax.thomsonreuters.com/en/onesource/data-management/global-access